
Project Name: 2023 KGM Pavements

Bid Number: F23-03-018

Date: March 15, 2023

Project 

Manager:
Randy Walrath

Question #1
Will the City of Greeley be accepting partial bids, if we are only interested in concrete paving?

Answer
No, the winning bidder will need to engage subcontractors if not performing all of the work on the 

contract with their own personnel.

Question #2
Will partial bids be accepted? For example, if not interested in asphalt paving or crack seal, can a firm 

only quote concrete removal and replacement?

Answer
No, the winning bidder will need to engage subcontractors if not performing all of the work on the 

contract with their own personnel.

Question #3
What permits are anticipated that the Contractor will be required to pay for?

Answer
For this contract all permit fees will be waived.

Question #4

For the Project Schedule we are required to submit with our bid, Section 00620-Special Provisions 

(pg. 79/275) says we should use March 27th as the estimated start date, however the Notice to 

Proceed Date shown on the Schedule of Events  (pg. 3/275) is April 3.  Could you please clarify which 

date we should start our schedule with.

Answer
Notice to Proceed Date should be March 27th

Question #5
On Page 84/275, reference is made to Table 1 for testing frequencies.  I’m not finding this Table 1.  

Could you please provide?

Answer
Table 1 refers to the governing documents of the specifications on the first page of Section 00620 

Special Provisions

Question #6
I’m not finding a MGPEC Form 9 for the SMA Asphalt.  Could you please provide?

Answer
https://.mgpec.org/assets/Form 20 - 202143349 pdf is where you will find form 20. It is in the 

"additional information" section of the specification page.

Question #7
It appears that the SMA Asphalt mix will be placed at Location #8.  The quantities seem high for a 2” 

Overlay.  Is this the only location where SMA will be placed?  

Answer
This is the only location SMA will be placed and it will be an S mix with a 3" top lift.
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Question #8
On Page 94/275, is Location #31 Mislabeled?  Possibly Location #24?  This is an area where a school 

exists and I just want to be sure the School work restrictions are applicable to Location #24.

Answer
Location #31 borders the College campus and will effect the school. Location #24 is in a 

neighborhood and is 5 blocks away from any school.

Question #9
Could you provide a listing of which streets will receive Geo Textile Paving Fabric treatment and 

which streets will receive Glasgrid 25 per bid items 10 and 11 on the bid form?

Answer
Locations #1, #5, #8, and #32 will receive Glaspave. Locations #2 thru #4, #6 and #7, #9 thru  

#31, and #33 thru #35 will all receive Geo textile paving fabric.

Question #10
Could you provide a listing of which streets will receive leveling and how many tons you anticipate for 

each street per bid item 16?

Answer
All locations listed are to receive a leveling course. We have estimated a 1.5" of leveling course per 

location.

Question #11
Could you provide a listing of which streets are scheduled to receive HMA “Class SX” 2”-3” per bid 

item 12 and how many tons are anticipated for each street?

Answer
We are doing a demonstration section in location #8 and it is possible the SX could be placed there.

Question #12
Could you provide a listing of which streets are scheduled to receive HMA “Class S” 2”-6” per bid item 

13 and how many tons are anticipated for each street?

Answer
Locations 2 thru 4, Locations 6 thru 31, and Locations 33 thru 35 will get a top lift of class S mix. 

Estimated at a 2.5" lift for 26,496 tons.

Question #13
Could you provide a listing of which streets are scheduled to receive HMA “Class S” 2.5” Modified per 

bid item 14 and how many tons are anticipated for each street?

Answer
Location #1 2038.97 estimated --- Location #5 2067.40 estimated --- Location #32 773.73 ton 

Estimated.

Question #14
Could you provide a listing of which streets will require Base Course Class 6 (Overlay ) per bid item 

17 and how many tons are anticipated for each street?

Answer
We are doing a demonstration section in location #8 and it is possible that we may have to 

reconstruct this section. It is possible base course could be placed there.

Question #15
Could you provide a listing of which streets will require Shape and Compact per bid item 18 and how 

many SY are anticipated for each street?

Answer
We are doing a demonstration section in location #8 and it is possible the we may have to 

reconstruct this section. It is possible we may have to reshape and compact the area.

Question #16
Could you provide a listing of which streets will require Sub-Ex to 16” per bid item 19 and how many 

SY are anticipated for each street?

Answer
We are doing a demonstration section in location #8 and it is possible the we may have to 

reconstruct this section. It is possible we may have to sub-ex and rebuild the area.

Question #17
Could you provide a listing of which streets will require Shouldering-Class 6 Base Course Installed per 

bid item 20 and how many tons are anticipated for each street?

Answer
Location #5 2368 ton estimate. --- Location #6 1142 ton estimate.

Question #18
Could you provide a listing of which streets will get full width rotomilling, which will get edge milling 

and the depth at which each street should be milled?

Answer
All locations listed are to receive a full width mill. However a situation could arise where an edge mill 

is needed. Project Manager will decide. Milling depth will be 2".

Question #19
For the purpose of determining allowable working hours, can you tell us which streets are considered 

Arterials/Collectors and which are considered local streets?
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Answer
Locations 1,3, and 32 are considered an arterial or collector. All other locations can be considered 

locals.

Question #20

According to the MGPEC Form 9 located in the patching section, all asphalt for patching will be 

Grading SX.  Is this true for bottom and intermediate lifts as well?  Should we assume patching will 

occur in streets that are not getting milled   and/or overlayed?

Answer
All lifts in the patching program will be a grading S Mix. Form is provided. There will be no patching 

on streets receiving an overlay.

Question #21
What locations and dates will the Greeley Stampede impact?

Answer
June 25th to July 7th are Stampede Dates. Project Manager will determine what locations will be 

impacted.

Question #22
Are location 1,4, and 31 the only locations that are impacted by schools? If not, what other locations 

are impacted?

Answer
As listed, Locations #1,#4, and #31 are the locations impacted by schools.

Question #23
Can you please clarify what location on the project applies to bid items #017, 018, & 019 ?

Answer
Location #8. We are doing a demonstration section here and it is possible the we may have to 

reconstruct this section. It is possible we may have to sub-ex and rebuild the area.

Question #24
Can you please post the Pre-Bid Attendance roster?

Answer
We will provide in attachment.

Clarification 

Column #34 on Sheet C of the 2023 KGM Pavements plan set (page 168 of bid package) contains 

concrete quantities for both index numbers #34 and #35 listed on Table 2 on page 16 of the Special 

Provisions (page 94 of bid package).
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